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In this article we give a projective description of the Nachbin-ported topology tv
 .in H U, X , the space of holomorphic mappings on a balanced open subset U of a
 .Frechet space E which satisfies certain general conditions with values in a´
Banach space X which is complemented in its bidual. To do this we use the
w  . xtopology t introduced by Dineen Math. Scand., 74 1994 215]236 . As ab
consequence we characterize when the compact open topology t and t coincide0 v
 .on H U, X 9 for every Banach space X, in terms of a condition on E. Among the
techniques we use to obtain these results are the BB-property, the density condi-
tion, a version of quasinormability, and Taylor series expansions. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
One of the most important topologies in infinite-dimensional holomor-
phy is the Nachbin-ported topology t . It is the natural topology on thev
 .space H K, X of Banach-valued holomorphic germs on a compact subset
K of a Frechet space E. Unfortunately there is no good description, in´
general, of a system of generating seminorms for t .v
w x  .In 12 Dineen gave a projective description of the t topology on H Uv
for U a balanced open subset of a Banach space. Motivated by Dineen
w x15 , who introduced the topology t to give a projective description of tb v
 . on the space H U when U is a balanced open subset with some
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. additional conditions of a Frechet space E which satisfies certain techni-´
.cal hypothesis , we extend the definition of t to the space of Banach-val-b
ued holomorphic germs and characterize the Frechet spaces E with the´
 . density condition for which t s t on the space H K, X 9 respectively,b v
 ..H U, X 9 for every Banach space X and every balanced compact subset K
 .of E respectively, balanced open subset U of E . The topology t b
coincides with the compact open topology t when E is a Frechet Montel´0
space.
w xThe density condition was introduced by Heinrich 20 and it was
 w x.thoroughly studied by Bierstedt and Bonet see 2]5 to treat a problem of
projective description in the context of weighted spaces of continuous
functions. A Frechet space E has the density condition if and only if the´
X w xbounded sets of E are metrizable 2 . Quasinormable spaces and Frechet´b
Montel spaces have the density condition.
A frequent obstacle which appears in topological problems of infinite-
dimensional holomorphy is the so-called ‘‘problem of topologies’’ of
w xGrothendieck 19 :
ˆ .Is e¨ery bounded subset of the complete projecti¨ e tensor product E m Fp
of two Frechet spaces E and F contained in the closed absolutely con¨ex hull´
of a set of the form B m B with B bounded in E and B bounded in F?1 2 1 2
w xTaskinen 29 proved that the answer is negative in general. A pair
 .  .  w x.E, F of Frechet spaces is said to have the property BB see 29 if the´
ˆanswer is positive for E m F. Furthermore, a Frechet space E is an´p
 .  w x.  .  .FBa -space see 30 if E, X has property BB for every Banach space
X.
 .That a Frechet space E is an FBa -space has been an essential´
hypothesis in all the previous works that treat a projective description of tv
and in particular for the equality t s t .0 v
w xAnsemil and Taskinen 1 showed that there are Frechet Montel spaces´
 . w xE such that t / t on H E using an example of Taskinen 31 . After-0 v
wards, conditions for the coincidence t s t in the scalar-valued case0 v
 w x. w xwere studied see e.g. 17, 14, 16 . In 6 it was shown that t / t in0 v
general for Banach-valued holomorphic germs on Frechet Schwartz spaces´
and a general condition for this equality to hold was given. A study of a
projective description of t for scalar-valued holomorphic mappings onv
 . w xFrechet spaces not Montel can be found in 15 .´
Our main theorem shows that if E is a Frechet space with the density´
 .  .condition, the topologies t and t coincide on H U, X 9 for all someb v
balanced open subsets U of E and every Banach space X if and only if E
 .is an FBa -space. As a consequence, if E is a Frechet Montel space, the´
 .topologies t and t coincide on H U, X 9 for all balanced open subsets U0 v
 .of E and every Banach space X if and only if E is an FBa -space. For
 . Frechet Schwartz spaces E, the property QNo introduced and studied in´
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w x.28 characterizes the coincidence t s t for every Banach-valued space0 v
of holomorphic mappings defined on a balanced open subset of E.
The class of spaces E for which the projective description of t onv
 .H U, X 9 is obtained is very large: For instance the Frechet spaces with the´
 . w xdensity condition which are FG -spaces in the sense of Bonet et al. 8 or
w xare hilbertizable or quasinormable by operators 28 belong to this class.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 contains some notation and
preliminaries on infinite-dimensional holomorphy and locally convex space
 .theory. In Section 2 we introduce and study properties gDFop and
 .  . w xDFop which may be regarded as weak versions of the DFG -spaces in 8
and which are essential for the equality t s t . We also establish theb v
characterizations of the equalities t s t and t s t for spaces ofb v 0 v
Banach-valued holomorphic mappings and holomorphic germs. In Section
3 we assume U to be a balanced open subset of a Frechet Schwartz space´
E and conclude that a necessary and sufficient condition for t to equal t0 v
 .on H U, X , for every Banach space X, is that E is quasinormable by
  . .   . .operators. We finish by giving conditions for H K , t , H U , t , andv v
  . .  . w xH U , t to satisfy condition QNo 9 of 28 .d
1. PRELIMINARIES
 .Our notation for locally convex l.c. spaces is standard, see, e.g.,
w x w x w xJarchow 21 , Kothe 22 , and Perez Carreras and Bonet 25 . If X is a¨ ´
 .Banach space, B denotes its closed unit ball. For a l.c. space E, FIN EX
denotes the set of all finite-dimensional subspaces of E. If E is a l.c. space,
 .  .U E and B E stand for the families of all absolutely convex closed0
 .0-neighbourhoods and bounded sets in E, respectively. If V g U E we0
denote by p the Minkowksi functional of V. If E and F are l.c. spaces,V
A ; E and C ; F are absolutely convex subsets, and H is a subspace of
 .L E, F , the space of linear mappings from E into F, we denote by
 .W A, C the following subset of H:
W A , C [ z g H ; z A ; C . 4 .  .
 .The space L E, F of continuous linear mappings from E into F
endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on the bounded sets of
 .  .E is denoted by L E, F and F E, F is the subspace of finite rankb
operators.
 .In what follows we will use the spaces C 1 - p - ` of Johnson asp
w x X  .defined, e.g., in 21 except that we assume C s C 1rp q 1rq s 1 .p q
 .All l.c. spaces are assumed to be complex. If E is a l.c. space and X is
n .a Banach space, P E, X will denote the space of n-homogeneous poly-
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 .nomials on E with values in X and H U, X is the space of X-valued
holomorphic functions on the open subset U of E. If K ; E is compact,
the space of X-valued holomorphic germs on K is defined as
H K , X [ H U, X r; , .  .D
u>K
U open
where f ; g if f and g agree on some neighbourhood of K.
 .A seminorm p on H U, X is said to be t -continuous if there exists av
compact subset K of U such that for every V open, K ; V ; U, there
 .exists c V ) 0 such that
5 5p f F c V f for all f g H U, X . .  .  .V
 .The t topology on H U, X is the l.c. topology generated by thev
t -continuous seminorms.v
` .Let E be a Frechet space. For U open in E, H U, X denotes the´
space of all bounded holomorphic mappings from U into X with the
 .topology of uniform convergence on U. If K ; U is compact, V is an ng N
 .0-basis in E and U [ K q V , then the t topology on H K, X isn n v
 w x.defined as the topology see Dineen 13, Lemma 2.53
H K , X , t [ lim H ` U , X . .  . .v nªn
  . .The definition of H K, X , t does not depend on the choice of av
 .special sequence U .n ng N
w xIf K is a compact subset of a quasinormable Frechet space E 23 shows´
 .  .X   . . w xthat there is a Frechet space G K such that G K s H K , t . By 24´ b v
 .   . .Xit follows that G K s H K , t .0 b
 .Let E be a locally convex space. We shall say that a sequence An ng N
of subsets of E converges to a set A, if for every neighbourhood U of A
there is an integer n such that A : A : U for all n G n .o n o
w x  .In 15 the topology t on H U , for U balanced, is defined as theb
topology generated by all seminorms p of the form
n` dˆ f 0 .
p f [ , .  n! Bnns0
 .where B is a sequence of balanced bounded subsets in E whichn ng N
converges to some balanced compact subset of U. Motivated by this
definition given K balanced compact in E and a Banach space X, we
 .define t on H K, X to be the topology generated by all seminorms p ofb
the form
n` dˆ f 0 .
p f [ , .  n! Bnns0
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 .where B is a sequence of balanced bounded subsets which converges ton
 .K. For a balanced open set U in E, we define the topology t on H U, Xb
by
H U, X , t s lim H K , X , t . .  . .  .b b¤
K;U
This is therefore the topology generated by all seminorms of the form
n` dˆ f 0 .
p f [ , .  n! Bnns0
 .where B converges to some balanced compact subset of U. It is thus an
w x  .natural generalization of the t topology of 15 on H U to vector-valuedb
holomorphic functions. For metrizable locally convex space the topology t b
is generated by a family of seminorms which are even easier to describe.
LEMMA 1. Let K be a balanced compact subset of a Frechet space E and´
 .X a Banach space. Then the topology t on H K, X is generated by allb
seminorms of the form
n` dˆ f 0 .
p f [ , . 
˜n! Kqd Bnns0
˜  .where B is absolutely con¨ex bounded in E and d is a null sequence.n ng N
 .Proof. It suffices to show that for every sequence B of boundedk k g N
subsets in E which converges to K there are an absolutely convex
˜ ˜ .bounded set B and E and a null sequence d such that B ; K q d Bk k g N k k
for all k g N.
 .We suppose, without loss of generality, that the sequence B isk k g N
 X . X  4decreasing. If not we take B with B s D B . Let V be ak k g N k mG k m n n
 .neighbourhood basis of 0 in E. Now choose a subsequence B suchk ng Nn
that B ; K q V for all n g N. Thus we havek nn
B : K q V l K q B . .k n kn n
ˆfor all n g N. We can find B absolutely convex and bounded in E such
that
ˆV l K q B : B. .D n k n
ngN
Since E is metrizable it satisfies the strict Mackey convergence condition
˜and therefore we can find an absolutely convex and bounded set B in E
 .and an increasing sequence n of natural numbers such thatj jg N
1ˆ ˜B l V : Bn j j
for all j g N.
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ˆLet d s 1rj for n F n - n . It follows thatn j jq1
ˆ ˆ ˜B : K q V l B : K q d B .k n nn
ˆfor all n g N. Set d s d for k F k - k for all n g N. Hence, wek n n nq1
have
˜B : K q d Bn n
for all n g N, which completes the proof.
Using Lemma 1, it can be shown by the methods of Proposition 12 of
w x15 that if K is a compact balanced subset of a Frechet space E and X is´
 .a Banach space then the compact open topology t on H K, X is0
generated by all seminorms of the form
n` dˆ f 0 .
p f [ , . 
˜n! Kqd Knns0
˜  .where K is compact in E and d is a null sequence.n ng N
  . .A fundamental system of bounded subsets of H K, X , t is given byb
sets of the form
k` dˆ f 0 .
B [ f g H K , X r F n , n g N, . n  5k! KqVnks0
 .where V is a decreasing neighbourhood basis of 0 in E of absolutelyn ng N
  . .convex sets. The space H K, X , t is the bornological space associatedv
  . .with H K, X , t .b
  . .Moreover, the space H K, X , t satisfies the countable neighbour-b
 .hood property; that is, for every sequence p of continuous semi-n ng N
 .norms, there are a continuous seminorm p and a sequence « ofn ng N
strictly positive scalars such that « p F p, n g N.n n
Indeed, let
k` dˆ f 0 .
p f [ , n g N, . n k! Bk , nks0
  . .be a sequence of continuous seminorms in H K, X , t . Defineb
k
B [ B j B l V , k g N. .D Dk k , j k , j j / /js1 j)k
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 .It easily follows that B is a sequence of balanced bounded sets ink k g N
E which converges to K. Set
k` dˆ f 0 .
p f [ . .  k! Bkks0
 .By definition of B , given n g N, we have that B ; B , k ) n,k k g N k , n k
and it is possible to find l ) 1 such that B ; l B , k s 1, . . . , n. Taken k , n n k
yn 5 5 5 50 - « - l , n g N. Then ? F ? , k ) n, andB Bn n k , n k
5 5 5 5 k 5 5 5 5« ? F « ? s « l ? F ?B l B B Bn n n nk , n n k k k
k .on P E, X , k s 1, . . . , n. This implies « p F p, n g N.n n
It is easy to see that t coincides with the topology of uniform conver-b
n .gence on the bounded sets of E on P E, X , n g N.
We will need the following result on extension of polynomials to the
w xbidual which can be deduced from the proof of Lemma 1.1 of 18 .
LEMMA 2. Let E be a locally con¨ex space, X a Banach space, and
n g N. There exists a linear extension operator
S : P nE, X 9 ª P nE0 , X 9 .  .n
5 5 5  .5 ` n .such that P s S P , for all P g P E, X 9 and e¨ery A, BAqB AqBn
subsets of E with B absolutely con¨ex.
 .We will frequently use the characterization of DF -spaces given by
w xBierstedt and Bonet in 4, 5.A.Lemma . Precisely, a l.c. space E with a
 .fundamental sequence B of absolutely convex bounded sets is an ng N
 .  .DF -space if and only if, for every sequence « of strictly positivek k g N
 .numbers and U of absolutely convex 0-neighbourhoods in E, theren ng N
 .is U g U E such that0
n
U ; U q « B .F n k k /
ngN ks1
 . w xFor gDF -spaces the following can be deduced, e.g., from 25, 8.3.2 : A
 .l.c. space E with a fundamental sequence B of absolutely convexn ng N
 .  .bounded sets is a gDF -space if and only if, for every sequence U ofn ng N
 .absolutely convex 0-neighbourhoods in E, there is U g U E such that0
U ; U q B . .F n n
ngN
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 .  .2. PROPERTIES gDFop AND DFop
 .In this section we introduce and study the properties DFop and
 .gDFop . The first one is useful for the coincidence of topologies t and tb v
for Banach-valued polynomials, but it is difficult to handle. The second
one is a weaker condition, but it has good stability properties and permits
to obtain the equality t s t for the space of Banach-valued holomorphicb v
germs if we know previously this coincidence on the polynomials.
We start with the following general result.
LEMMA 3. Let E be a locally con¨ex space which is complemented in
 X .X  .E e. g., E is a dual space , H a space of linear mappings from C to Eb e 2
 .which contains F C , E and A, C, B , . . . , B absolutely con¨ex subsets of E2 1 n
such that C is closed, B is bounded and closed, k s 1, . . . , n, and thek
following property is satisfied in H:
n
W B , A ; W B , C q W B , B . ) . .  .  .C C C k2 2 2
ks1
 .nThen, for e¨ery d ) 1, there is a finite collection P of linear mappingsk ks1
in E such that
1 P A ; dB , k s 1, . . . , n , .  .k k
n
2 I y P A ; d C. .  .E k /
ks1
Proof. We divide the proof into two steps.
Step 1. We show that our assumptions on E imply a ‘‘weak’’ version of
 .  .  .properties 1 and 2 . Precisely, setting G [ span A , we can find, for
 .  .nq1every d ) 1 and M g FIN G , a finite collection Q of linear mapsk , M ks1
defined on G satisfying
nq1
1 * Q x s x for all xgG, .  . k , M
k s 1
2 * Q A l M ; dB , k s 1 . . . n , Q A l M ; d C. .  .  .k , M k nq1, M
 .Given M g FIN G we write M s M9 [ L with L ; ker p and M9 lA
 4ker p s 0 . We select j g N such that, for the jth coordinate F of C ,A j 2
 . 5 5we can find an isomorphism T : F ª M9, p satisfying T F 1 andj A
5 y1 5  X . T F d . We denote by J : M , p ª E the canonical inclusion whichM 9 A
.is continuous, since p is a norm on M9 and we define R: C ª E byA 2
 . .  .  . 5 5R x [ J Tx . Clearly R g H and R g W B , A since T F 1.i ig N M 9 j C2
 .By ) we can find S : C ª E linear, k s 1, . . . , n q 1 such that S gk 2 k
 .  . nq1W B , B , k s 1, . . . , n, and S g W B , C with R s  S .C k nq1 C ks1 k2 2
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 .   y1 . ..Define Q : M ª E by Q x q y [ S I T x for x g M9,k , M k , M k j
 . n  .y g L, k s 1, . . . , n, and Q z [ z y  Q z , z g M, wherenq1, M ks1 k , M
I : F ª C is the canonical inclusion. If z g M l A and z s x q y,j j 2
 . 5 y1 .5x g M9, y g L ; ker p , then p x F 1; hence T x F d andFA A j
 y1 ..  .I T x g dB . Accordingly Q M l A ; dB , k s 1, . . . , n. Nowj C k , M k2
 . n ) implies A ; C q  B ; therefore ker p ; ker p since B isks1 k A C k
.bounded in E, k s 1, . . . , n and we have
n
y1Q z s x q y y S I T x .  . . .nq1, M k j
ks1
n
y1s y q R y S I T x . . . k j /
ks1
s y q S I Ty1 x g d C. . . .nq1 j
 .Every linear extension of Q , k s 1, . . . , n q 1 satisfies 2 * and we cank , M
 .choose suitable extensions such that 1 * is also satisfied.
 .  .Step 2. We check properties 1 and 2 .
 .Let J s FIN G and consider D any ultrafilter on J containing the
filter generated by the natural order of J. We apply our first step and
X X  .  .define Q : G ª E0, k s 1, . . . , n, by setting Q x s s E0, E9 yk k
 .lim Q x , the limit taken for those M g J such that x g M, k sD k , M
X  .  .1, . . . , n. Q x is a well-defined element in E0, since B is s E0, E9 -k k
relatively compact in E0, and QX is linear, k s 1, . . . , n. We definek
X n X  X .XQ [ I y  Q and consider P: E ª E the canonical projec-nq1 G ks1 k b e
tion and define P a linear extension of P (QX to E, k s 1, . . . , n q 1,k k
nq1  .  .such that  P s I . 2 * above now implies 2 and we conclude theks1 k E
result.
 .COROLLARY 4. If G is a gDF space with an increasing fundamental
 .sequence B of absolutely con¨ex bounded sets, G is complemented ink k g N
 X .X  .  . G , and H is a topological subspace of L C , G which is gDF resp.b e b 2
 ..  .DF and contains F C , G , then the following property is satisfied:2
 .gDFop For e¨ery sequence of absolutely con¨ex closed neighbourhoods of
 .  .  .  .0, U , in G there is U g U G and a sequence P ; L G, Gk k g N 0 k k g N
such that
 .  .i P U ; B ,k k
 .  . .ii I y P U ; U , for all k g N.k k
  .  .resp. DFop For e¨ery sequence « of strictly positi¨ e scalars andk k g N
 .e¨ery sequence of absolutely con¨ex closed neighbourhoods of 0, U , ink k g N
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 .  n.n .  .G there is U g U G and a sequence P ; L G, G such that0 k ks1 ng N
 . n .i P U ; « B , k s 1, . . . , n,k k k
 .  n n. . .ii I y  P U ; U , for all n g N.ks1 k n
X  .THEOREM 5. If E is a Frechet space such that E is a gDFop -space,´ b
  . .  .then H K, X 9 , t is a gDFop -space for e¨ery balanced compact subset Kb
of E and e¨ery Banach space X.
 .Proof. Let V be a sequence of absolutely convex 0-n ng N
 .neighbourhoods in E such that nV is a decreasing 0-basis in E, andn ng N
 .   . .let W be a sequence of 0-neighbourhoods in H K, X 9 , t . Sincen ng N b
  . .H K, X 9 , t satisfies the countable neighbourhood property, there areb
˜ .  .  .two decreasing null sequences « « - 1 , d and B ; En ng N n k k g N
 .bounded and absolutely convex containing K such that
k` dˆ f 0 .
f g H K , X 9 r F « ; W , n g N. .  n n 5˜k! Kqd Bkks0
 4 X  .Set M [ 1 q max d rk g N . Now, since E is a gDFop -space, therek b
ˆ ˜ ˆare B ; E bounded and absolutely convex with B ; B and a sequence
 .  X X .P ; L E , E such thatn ng N b b
1 oo˜1 P B ; nV , .  . .n nM
«no o˜ ˜2 I y P B ; B . .  .  .n Mn
t  .  .If we set Q [ P , then 1 and 2 implyn n
1
`ˆi Q K q V ; Q K q Q V ; Q K q B .  .  .  .  .n n n n n n n
1
`ˆ ˜s I q Q y I K q B ; K q Q y I B .  .  .  . .n nn
1 2
` `ˆ ˆq B ; K q B ,
n n
and
«n `˜ ˜ ˆii I y Q K q d B ; I y Q MB ; B . .  .  .  . .n k n n
  ..  .Take a sequence m n of natural numbers such that m n q 1 )ng N
 .m n , n g N, and
yk1
1 q - « , k ) m n , n g N. .n1r2 /k
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ˆ 1r2 ˆ ˆ  . 4Now define d [ max 2rn, 2d q 1rm n , n g N, d [ dmn. mn. j mn.
ˆ .  .  .if m n F j - m n q 1 . The sequence d is a null sequence andk k g N
2
` `ˆ ˆ ˆa Q K q V ; K q B ; K q d B , k s 1 . . . m n , .  .  .n n kn
«n ` `˜ ˆ ˆ ˆb I y Q K q d B ; B ; « K q d B , k s 1 . . . m n . .  .  . .  /n k n kn
 1r2 .Setting l [ 1 q 1rk , we obtaink
1˜ ˜ ˆ ˆc l K q d B ; K q q 2d B ; K q d B , k g N. .  .k k k k1r2 /k
mn. kˆ .  .   . .Now define R : H K, X 9 ª H K, X 9 , f ¬  S d f 0 rk! (Qn ks0 k n
and
k` dˆ f 0 .
W [ f g H K , X 9 r F 1 , .  5ˆ ˆk! Kqd Bkks0
where S is the extension operator of Lemma 2.k
 .Given f g W, it follows from a that
k .m n ˆ1 d f 0 .
p R f s S (Q . . B n k nn  /n k! KqVks0 n
 .m n dˆf 0 .
F F 1.
ˆ ˆk! Kqd Bkks0
 .  .Finally b and c imply
« p I y R f .  . .n w nn
k k .m n ˆ ˆd f 0 d f 0 .  .
F S ( I y Q q . k n / ˜k! k! Kqd Bk˜Kqd Bks0  .k)m nk
k k .m n ˆ ˆd f 0 d f 0 .  .
F q  y1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ .  .k! k!« Kqd B l Kqd Bn k k kks0  .k)m n
k k .m n ˆ ˆd f 0 d f 0 .  .ykF « q l n kˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ /k! k!Kqd B Kqd Bk kks0  .k)m n
k` dˆ f 0 .
F « F « .n nˆ ˆ /k! Kqd Bkks0
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Here p and p are the Minkowski functionals of B and W , respec-B W n nn n
tively.
  . .  .From this we conclude that H K, X 9 , t is a gDFop -space.b
PROPOSITION 6. If E is a Frechet space with the density condition such´
X  .  n . .that E is a DFop -space and X is a Banach space then P E, X 9 , t isb b
bornological.
X  .  .Proof. Since E is a DFop -space, if U is a neighbourhood basisb k k g N
 .in E, for every sequence « of strictly positive scalars and everyk k g N
 .sequence B of absolutely convex bounded sets in E, there are ank k g N
 n.n .  X X .absolutely convex and bounded set B in E, and P ; L E , E ,k ks1 ng N b b
such that
 . n . Ti P B8 ; « U , k s 1, . . . , n.k k k
 .  n n. . Tii I y  P B8 ; B , n g N.ks1 k n
n  m . .  m . . n .  .  n. tDefine R : P E, X 9 , t ª P E, X 9 , t by R f s S f ( P ,k b b k m k
k s 1, . . . , n, n g N, where S is the extension operator of Lemma 2. Wem
m . 5 5obtain if f g P E, X 9 with f F 1 thatB
 . 5 n .5 5  .5 `i 9 R f F « S f F « , k s 1, . . . , n.U Bk k m kk
 . 5 n n. .5 5  .5 `ii 9 I y  R f F S f F 1, for all n g N.B Bks1 k mn
 m . .  .This means that P E, X 9 , t is a DFop -space.b
 m . .To conclude the result we have to show only that each L E, X 9 , t isb
 m .  m m. . .bornological. Since L E, X 9, t is complemented in P E , X 9 , t ,b b
w x  X .m  .16, Proposition 1 and E is a DFop -space, it follows thatb
 m . .  .   ..L E, X 9 , t is a DFop -space hence DF by the result above. Now,b
 m . .proceeding by induction, we will show that L E, X 9 , t is the strongb
dual of a Frechet space with the density condition and hence it is´
 .  .bornological. For m s 1, L E, X 9 is a DF -space and since E and Xb
 .have the density condition, we have that the pair E, X has the BB-
ˆ X ˆ w x.  .  .property see 8, Proposition 2 . Hence L E, X 9 s E m X and E mb p b p
w x  m . . XX satisfies the density condition by 5, Corollary 7 . If L E, X 9 , t s F ,b b
where F is a Frechet space with the density condition, then´
 mq 1 . .   m . ..  X .  .L E, X 9 , t s L E, L E, X 9 , t s L E, F is a DF -spaceb b b b b
mq 1 ˆ X ˆ  . .  .and, by the argument above, L E, X 9 , t s E m F , where E mb p b p
F satisfies the density condition.
THEOREM 7. Let E be a Frechet space with the density condition. The´
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i E, C has the BB-property,2
 .  .ii E, X has the BB-property for e¨ery Banach space X,
 . 1 .iii t s t on P E, C ,b v 2
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 . X  .iv E is a DFop -space,b
 . n .v t s t on P E, X 9 for e¨ery Banach space X,b v
 .  .vi t s t on H K, X 9 for e¨ery K balanced compact in E andb v
e¨ery Banach space X,
 .  .vii t s t on H U, X 9 for e¨ery U balanced open in E and e¨eryb v
Banach space X.
 .  .  .Proof. The equivalence of i and ii follows from Proposition 2.2 2 of
X ˆ Xw x  .  .  .  .7 . If i holds then L C , E s C m E is a DF -space and, byb 2 b 2 p b
X  .  .  .Corollary 4, E is a DFop -space. Proposition 6 gives that iv implies vb
ˆ X .  .  .  .and hence iii . If iii holds then E m C is a bornological DF -space.p 2 b
w xSince both E and C have the density condition, Proposition 2 of 8 will2
 .allow us to conclude i .
 .  .The equivalence of vi and vii follows from the equalities
H K , X 9 , t s lim H U, X 9 , t , .  . .  .
ª
U;K
H U, X 9 , t s lim H K , X 9 , t , .  . .  .
¤
K;U
for t s t or t .b v
 .  .   . .To finish the proof we will show that v implies vi . Since H K, X 9 , t b
 .is a gDF -space, by Theorem 5, we need to show only the coincidence of
  . .  .t and t on bounded subsets of H K, X 9 , t . Let B be theb v b n ng N
  . .canonical fundamental sequence of bounded sets in H K, X 9 , t . Ifb
 .« is a sequence of strictly positive scalars, we are done if we cank k g N
  . ..find W g U H K, X 9 , t such that0 b
m
B l W ; « B \ U.D n k k /
mgN ks1
` kˆ5  . 5  .If f g B , then  d f 0 rk! F n and there is m n g N suchKqVn ks0 n
` kˆ5  . 5   .. .that  d f 0 rk! F « r2 m n does not depend on f .KqVksmn. nq1nq 1
 k . .Now, since P E, X 9 , t is bornological we can find W gb
  . ..U H K, X 9 , t such that0 b
 . km n y1 dˆ f 0 1 .
g U k! 2ks0
for all f g W. This implies
 . k km n y1 `ˆ ˆd f 0 d f 0 1 1 .  .
f s q g U q U s U  /  /k! k! 2 2ks0  .ksm n
for every f g B l W.n
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 .  .  .Remarks. 1 In ‘‘ v implies vi ’’ in the above theorem we can also
 .prove more, namely that the space H K, X 9 satisfies the strong dual
 w x.density condition of Bierstedt and Bonet see 3 . Indeed, bearing in mind
 n . .that, under the conditions of Theorem 7, P E, X 9 , t is the strong dualb
 .of a Frechet space with the density condition and from the proof of ‘‘ v´
 .  .  .implies vi ’’ it easily follows that H K, X 9 is a DF -space with the strong
dual density condition.
 .2 Let E and K be as in Theorem 7. It is possible to obtain the
  . .following linearization of the space H K, X 9 , t : There is a Frechet´v
 .   . .space G K such that H K, X 9 , t is the bornological space associatedv
  . .  w x.with L G K , X 9 for every Banach space X see, e.g., 9, Proposition 1 .b
  . .   .X .  .But L G K , X 9 ( L X, G K and G K has the density conditionb b b
w x   . .by 26, Corollary 2 , since H K , t has the dual density condition and itv
 .X  wis the bornological space associated with G K we refer to 10, Proposi-b
x .  .X   . .tion 7 for a different argument . Then G K s H K , t . Now, follow-b v
 .  .ing the proof of ‘‘ v implies vi ,’’ it is possible to show that
H K , X 9 , t ( L X , H K , t . .  . .  . .v b v
 .Indeed, let B be the canonical fundamental sequence of boundedn ng N
 .   ..sets in H K . Then the sequence W B , B is a fundamental familyX n ng N
   . ..    . ..of bounded sets in L X, H K , t . Moreover, L X, H K , t is ab v b v
 .   . .  .  .gDF -space since H K , t is a gDFop -space. If e is a sequencev k k g N
 . of strictly positive scalars and n g N, we find m n ) n such that I y
. .  .P B ; e r2 B , wheremn. n nq1 nq1
 .m n
kP : H K ª P E .  .[mn.
ks0
  k . ..is the canonical projection. By Proposition 6, L X, P E , t (b b
 k . .     . ...P E, X 9 , t is bornological; hence there is V g U L X, H K , tb 0 b v
such that
m1 1
P ( f g U [ e W B , B .D mn. k X k /2 2 mgN ks1
for all f g V. This implies
f s P ( f q I y P ( f g U .mn. mn.
for every f g B l V.n
   . ..We obtain that L X, H K , t is bornological and conclude theb v
following representations:
H K , X 9 , t ( L G K , X 9 ( L X , H K , t .  .  . . .  . .v b b v
Xˆ( G K m X . . .p b
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The class of all spaces which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7
 . includes all FG -spaces with the density condition see Corollary 4.3 of
w x.  w x.8 , Frechet hilbertizable spaces with the density condition see 7 , and´
w xFrechet spaces which are quasinormable by operators 28 . As a conse-´
quence, the following examples satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7:
 .  .a the space C X, E of continuous functions from X into E, endowed
with the compact open topology, where X is a hemicompact space which is
 . w xlocally compact or metrizable, and E is a Frechet QNo -space 28, 3.12 .´
  .  .XNote that, if C X is metrizable, it is well known that C X is a directb
 .sum of Banach spaces. Hence C X also satisfies the conditions of the
.theorem ;
 .  . nb for E a Frechet QNo -space and V ; R open, the spaces´
k . k . ` .  .  .  .C V, E , D V, E , k g N, C V, E , D V, E , B V, E , B V, E ,o 1
 . p  . loc  .  w x.D E , L V , B V see 28, 3.17 and 3.19 ;L loc p, kp
 .c Frechet Schwartz spaces which are a reduced projective limit of´
w xBanach spaces with the approximation property 6 or have the bounded
 w x.approximation property see 8 .
 w x.And the Frechet spaces with the density condition which are see 8 :´
 .   . .d Banach-valued Kothe echelon spaces of order p, l A, X ,¨ p i ig N
1 F p - `, p s 0;
 .  .e spaces of measurable functions introduced by Reiher L A withr
  . .absolutely continuous r in particular the spaces L m ofP n ng N
.Grothendieck, 1 F p - `, where m are s-finite measures ;n
 .  .f weighted spaces of continuous functions CA X .o
On the other hand, in addition to the counterexamples which are
consequences of the counterexamples of Taskinen to the problem of
topologies of Grothendieck, topologies t and t do not coincide onb v
¤ .  w  .q qH l , C , where l s lim l see 28, counterexample 2 after Theo-p 2 p q ) p q
x.rem 4.7 .
From Theorem 7 we conclude immediately:
THEOREM 8. Let E be a Frechet Montel space. The following conditions´
are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i E, C has the BB-property.2
 .  .ii E, X has the BB-property for e¨ery Banach space X.
 . 1 .iii t s t on P E, C .0 v 2
 . X  .iv E is a DFop -space.b
 . n .v t s t on P E, X 9 for e¨ery Banach space X.0 v
 .  .vi t s t on H K, X 9 for e¨ery K balanced compact in E and0 v
e¨ery Banach space X.
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 .  .vii t s t on H U, X 9 for e¨ery U balanced open in E and e¨ery0 v
Banach space X.
 .Remarks. 1 Theorems 5, 7, and 8 and Proposition 6 remain valid if we
replace X 9 by a Banach space complemented in its bidual.
 .  .2 Let E and K be as in Theorem 8. We can represent H K, X 9 by
 .   . .H K e X 9 the e-product of H K and X 9 for every Banach space X, as a
 .consequence of remark 2 after Theorem 7.
 .3. EXAMPLES OF THE CONDITION QNo IN
INFINITE HOLOMORPHY
w xIf E is a Frechet Schwartz space it follows from 24 that the compact´
 .open topology, t , and Nachbin ported topology, t , coincide on H U for0 v
w xevery balanced open subset U of E. A recent result 6 shows that there is
a Frechet Schwartz E with the property that t and t are different on´ 0 v
 . w xH E, C . In 6 , an example is given of a class of Frechet Schwartz spaces´2
where this problem has a positive solution. In this section we will give
necessary and sufficient conditions on a Frechet Schwartz E space to´
 .ensure the coincidence of these topologies on H U, X for every balanced
open set U in E and every Banach space X. Since these characterizations
 .  . w xare in terms of the conditions QNo and QNo 9 introduced in 28 we
state these definitions.
A locally convex space E is said to be quasinormable by operators a
 . .QNo space if E has a neighbourhood basis U of 0 of absolutely convex
closed sets such that for each U g U there is a V g U, V ; U, such that
 .for all « ) 0 there is P g L E, E such that
 .  .1 P V is bounded in E,
 .  . .2 I y P V ; «U.
A locally convex space E is said to satisfy the strict Mackey condition by
 .operators QNo 9 if there is a fundamental system of absolutely convex
bounded sets B in E such that for every B in B there is C in B such
 .that given « ) 0, there is P g L E, E such that
 . y1 .  .1 P C g U E ,0
 .  . .2 I y P B ; « C.
Obser¨ ations. If E is a quasinormable Frechet space, then properties´
 .  .  . X X  .QNo 9, DFop , and gDFop are equivalent on E : If E satisfies QNo 9,b b
 . w x Xit is a DFop -space by Corollary 4.3 of 28 and Corollary 4. And, if E is ab
 .  X .  .gDFop -space, the space L C , E is a gDF -space with the strictb 2 b
Mackey condition and is hence bornological. This implies that E is an
 . X  . w xFBa -space and E satisfies QNo 9 by Theorem 4.7 of 28 .b
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Let us now look more carefully at necessary conditions for the spaces
  . .   . .   . .  .H K , t , H U , t , and H U , t to satisfy QNo 9.v v d
If V is an absolutely convex neighbourhood of 0 in a metrizable l.c.
 4 nspace E and if n g N j 0 , we define B byV
n n 5 5B s P g P E : P F 1 . 4 . VV
 n 4Multiples of sets of form B , where V is neighbourhood basisV V g V
about 0 for E, constitute a fundamental system of bounded subsets of
 n . .P E , t .v
 .LEMMA 9. Let E be a QNo Frechet space. Suppose that V is an´
 .absolutely con¨ex neighbourhood of 0 in E and W g U E is chosen so that0
 .for e¨ery d ) 0 there is Q g L E, E such that
1 Q W g B E , .  .  .
2 I y Q W ;d V . ) .  .  .  .
Then for each integer n and e¨ery « ) 0 there is
R g L P nE , t , P nE , t .  . .  . .n v v
such that
1 Ry1 B n gU P nE , t .  . .  . .n W 0 v
2 I y R B n ;« B n . .  .  .n V W
 . 1r nProof. Given « ) 0 choose Q to satisfy ) above for d s « andn
n . n .define R : P E ª P E byn
R P s P (Q . .n n
 n . .  n . ..Then P g L P E , t , P E , t andn v v
Ry1 B n s P g P nE : R P g B n 4 .  . .n W n W
n 5 5s P g P E : P F 1 . 4Q W .n
n 5 5s P g P E : P F 1 . 4Bn
y1 n .for some bounded subset B of E, and thus R B is a neighbourhoodn n W
 n . .of 0 in P E , t .v
If P g B n thenV
5 5 5 5 5 5 1r nI y R P s P I y Q F P F « . .  .W W e Vn n
n n . .So I y R B ; « B .n V W
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 . `If K is a compact subset of E and V g U E we define B by0 V
` ` 5 5B s f g H K q V : f F 1 . 4 . KqVV
n .  .We shall consider P E as a subspace of H K .
 .THEOREM 10. Let K be a balanced compact subset of a QNo Frechet´
  . .  .space E; then H K , t satisfies QNo 9.v
 .  .  .Proof. For V g U E we choose W g U E to satisfy ) of Lemma0 0
 .9. We may assume without loss of generality that l K q W ; K q V for
some l ) 1. Fix « ) 0. There exists n such thato
n n` `ˆ ˆd f 0 d f 0 .  .ynF l n! n!KqW KqVnsn nsno o
` «
ynF l F 2nsno
for all f g B` .V
Since K is compact there is m ) 0 such that K ; mW. For each integer
 n . .  n . ..n we apply Lemma 9 to choose P g L P E , t , P E , t so thatn v v
1 Py1 B n gU P nE , t , .  . .  . .n W 0 v
«
n n2 I y P B ; B . .  .  . nn V Wnq22 1 q m .
 .  .Define P: H K ª H K by
n no dˆ f 0 .
P f [ P . .  n  /n!ns0
  . .   . ..Then P g L H K , t , H K , t . For each integer k s 0, . . . , n wev v o
choose c ) 0 so that c q c q ??? qc F 1.k 0 1 n o
If
nˆd f 0 c . n y1 ng P B , .n n Wn! 1 q m .
then
n no dˆ f 0 .
5 5P f F P F c q ??? qc F 1. . KqW n 0 n /n!ns0 KqW
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Therefore
n0
yn y1 n y1 `c 1 q m P B ; P B .  .  .F n n W W
ns0
y1 n .  n . .and since each P B is a neighbourhood of 0 in P E , t it followsn W v
y1 ` .   . . that P B is a neighbourhood of 0 in H K , t here we identifyW v
y1 n nˆ y1 n .   .  .  .4.P B with the set f g H K : d f 0 rn!g P B .n W n W
If f g B` thenV
n n n`o ˆ ˆd f 0 d f 0 .  .
5 5I y P f F I y P q .  .  . KqW n  /n! n! KqWnsnns0 KqW o
n no dˆ f 0 .nF 1 q m I y P .  . n  /n!ns0 W
n` dˆ f 0 .
q  n! KqWnsno
n0
nq2F «r2 q «r2 F « .
nso
 . ` `   . .This shows that I y P B ; « B and it now follows that H K , tV W v
 .satisfies QNo 9.
THEOREM 11. Let E be a Frechet Schwartz space. The following condi-´
tions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .i E, C has the property BB ,2
 .  .  .ii E, X has the property BB for e¨ery X Banach,
 . 1 .iii t coincides with t on P E, C ,0 v 2
 .  .iv E satisfies QNo ,
 . n .v t coincides with t on P E, X for e¨ery Banach space X and0 v
n g N,
 .  .vi t s t on H K, X for e¨ery compact balanced K ; E and0 v
e¨ery Banach space X,
 .  .vii t s t on H U, X for e¨ery balanced open U ; E and e¨ery0 v
Banach space X,
 .   . .  .viii H K, X , t satisfies QNo 9 for e¨ery compact balanced K ; Ev
and e¨ery Banach space X.
 .  .  .Proof. The equivalence of i and ii follows from Proposition 2.2 2 of
w x  .  .7 , while the equivalence of ii and iv follows from Corollary 3.6 and
w x  .Theorem 4.7 of 28 . If E is QNo then it follows from Theorem 10 that
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  . .   . .  .H K , t s H K , t satisfies QNo 9 for every K compact balanced inv 0
 . w xE. Corollary 4.3 1 of 28 implies that
X
H K , X , t s H K , t « X s G K « X s L G K , X .  .  .  . . .  . b0 0 b
 .  .  .is bornological. Thus we see that iv implies vi . Clearly we have that vi
 .  .  .  .  .implies v and v implies iii . The equality of iv and viii is Theorem 10.
 .  .  .  .The equality of vi and vii and iii implies i follows as in Theorem 7.
Remark. The known examples of Frechet Schwartz spaces E for which´
 .t and t coincide on H K, X for every K ; E compact balanced ando v
 w x.every X Banach, satisfy the approximation property see 6 . But, as a
w xconsequence of Theorem 11 and Proposition 4 of 27 , there are Frechet´
Schwartz spaces E without the approximation property such that t and to v
 .coincide on H K, X for every K ; E compact balanced and every X
Banach.
 .THEOREM 12. If U is a balanced open subset of a QNo Frechet space E,´
  . .   . .  .then H U , t and H U , t satisfy QNo 9.v d
 .Proof. Let A be a locally bounded subset of H U . Then, by Theorem
w x1 of 11 , we may assume without loss of generality that
m` dˆ f 0 .
A s f : F 1 , 5m! Vmms0
 4where V is a countable increasing balanced open cover of U with eachm m
V a neighbourhood of 0. Since the V are increasing, we havem m
mˆd f 0 .
sup - `
m! V1fgA
 .for every m g N. Let W be chosen so that ) of Lemma 9 holds for
 .V s V . Let W s m V l m q 1 W where m s m s 1r2 and m s1 m m m o 1 m
2r m w x  41rm . As in Theorem 3 of 11 , W is an increasing cover of U andm m
each W is a balanced neighbourhood of 0.m
If « ) 0, we can choose m g N such thato
m` `dˆ f 0 « .
msup F m F .  mm! 2m Vm mfgA msm msmo o
Define B by
m` dˆ f 0 .
B [ f : F 1 . 5m! Wmms0
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For each integer n we apply Lemma 9 to choose
P g L P nE , t , P nE , t .  . .  . .n v v
so that
1 Py1 B n gU P nE , t , .  . .  . .n W 0 v
« e
n n n2 I y P B ; B s B . .  .  . nn V W nq1.Wnq2 /nq2 22 1 q n .
 .  .Define P: H U ª H U by
n no dˆ f 0 .
P f [ P . .  n  /n!ns0
  . .   . ..   . .   . ..Then P g L H U , t , H U , t and P g L H U , t , H U , t .v v d d
For each integer k, k s 0, . . . , n choose c ) 0 so that c q c q ??? qco k 0 1 n o
F 1.
If
nˆd f 0 c . n y1 ng P B , .n n Wn! 1 q n .
then
n no dˆ f 0 .
P F c q ??? qc F 1. n 0 n /n! Wns0 n
Therefore
no
yn y1 n y1c 1 q n P B ; P B .  . .F n n W
ns0
y1 n .  n . .and since each P B is a neighbourhood of 0 in P E , t it followsn W v
y1 .   . .   . .that P B is a neighbourhood of 0 in H U , t and hence in H U , tv d
y1 n nˆ  .   .  .where we again identity P B with the set f g H U : d f 0 rn!gn W
y1 n .4.P B .n W
If f g A then
n n n`o ˆ ˆd f 0 d f 0 .  .
I y P q . n  /n! n! WmW nsnns0 m o
n n n`o ˆ ˆd f 0 d f 0 .  .nF 1 q n I y P q .  . n  /n! n! m Vn nW nsnns0 m o
no
nq1F «r2 q «r2 F « .
ns0
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 . .   . .This shows that I y P A ; « B and it now follows that H U , t andv
  . .  .H U , t are QNo 9 spaces.d
We note that if E is complemented in its bidual then it follows by
w xCorollary 3.6 of 28 that the converses to Theorem 10 and Theorem 12 are
X   . .also true since, in this case, E is a complemented subspace of H K , tb v
  . .and H U , t , t s t or t .v d
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